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Maximize your cloud compute savings and 
minimize long-term commitment risk

Overview

ProsperOps automates the management of Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) discount instruments to help you save money, mitigate risk, and 
streamline cloud financial operations.

Even though AWS provides multiple financial tools to help reduce spend, 
each tool has different trade-offs and it’s easy to end up with too much or 
too little commitment when your needs change.

Our intuitive, fully autonomous cost optimization platform automatically 
blends Savings Plans and Reserved Instances (RIs) to maximize your 
compute savings while minimizing long-term commitment risk.

With ProsperOps, you can automatically achieve savings of 40+% 
(placing you in the top 2% of AWS optimizers) with shorter commitments 
that dynamically adapt to usage changes in real-time. Discover why 
some of the world’s most innovative companies trust ProsperOps.

 Fully automated, real-
time compute discount 
management—24x7

 Generate recurring 
savings outcomes with 
zero ongoing effort

 Reduce long-term 
commitment risk while 
maximizing discount 
coverage and utilization

 Easy to setup—no 
changes to architecture

 No risk to infrastructure 
and no access to your 
confidential data

 AWS ISV Accelerate 
Partner, SOC II Certified, 
and more

Why ProsperOps

Autonomous Discount Management
ProsperOps autonomously manages 
and optimizes your portfolio of 
discount instruments (e.g., Savings 
Plans and Reserved Instances) using 
real-time telemetry to maximize 
coverage and utilization.

Intelligent Showback  
Accurately allocate commitment 
costs and savings across individual 
regions, resources, and more based 
on actual usage. Help product and 
internal teams discover the true unit 
economics of running in the cloud.

Key Features
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Seamless implementation
ProsperOps easily assumes 
management of any existing RIs 
and Savings Plans.

Advanced optimization
Algorithms determine the ideal 
portfolio to maximize savings and 
minimizes financial lock-in.

Proven strategy
Align and optimize commitments 
to consistently generate industry-
leading savings.

Autonomous execution
Set it and forget it. Hands-free 
and real-time execution of all 
optimization activities.

Configurable controls
You control the knobs that manage 
risk and govern our actions.

Visualized outcomes
Access to commitment and 
financial KPIs to understand and 
track performance.

Benefits with ProsperOps

ProsperOps is the leading AIOps platform for cloud 
financial management. Founded in 2018, ProsperOps 
delivers a simple, fully autonomous cost optimization 
solution for AWS. By algorithmically managing AWS 
discount instruments (e.g., Savings Plans, Reserved 
Instances) ProsperOps maximizes your compute 
savings, minimizes commitment risk, and provides 
valuable insights for FinOps professionals.

About ProsperOps

Gain deeper visibility into the true unit economics of 
running your company in the cloud. 

ProsperOps replaces spreadsheets and scripts with 
intelligent reporting and AI-powered cost optimizations 
that simplify FinOps and automatically deliver material 
savings back to your bottom line.

Fidelity for FinOps.

Savings-as-a-Service

Schedule a demo to see our platform in action, or 
request a free Savings Analysis to find out how much 
you can save with ProsperOps.

www.prosperops.com
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Roughly half (48%) of our customers 
enjoy an increase of 10x (or more)
in their Effective Savings Rate.
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Allow engineers to focus on building better products 
without worrying about over- or under-committing.

ProsperOps automatically maintains high coverage 
and perfect utilization, replacing hours of manual 
cost optimization tasks with AI that aligns discount 
instruments to your usage in real-time, 24x7.

Freedom for DevOps.

First-class outcomes for everyone.

Without ProsperOps
Under-commit Over-commit

With ProsperOps
Perfect commitment utilization


